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Prospect Pipeline Corridor Draft Strategic Masterplan
Submission
This submission has been prepared on behalf of CAMWEST, a Bicycle NSW affiliated Bicycle User Group with a focus
on advocating for and encouraging cycling in the Blacktown, Parramatta, and Cumberland Local Government Areas
of Western Sydney.
We would like to commend council on commissioning such a comprehensive masterplan for this vital active
transport corridor. Once fully realised we believe it will both enhance active transport connectivity for local
communities and attract more people from a wider geographical area to the region.
For over 25 years CAMWEST have had a vision of a connected off-road shared-path loop between Sydney Olympic
Park and what is now known as the Western Sydney Parklands. In 1998 a report was prepared by CAMWEST and
ARUP Transportation Planning for Green Games Watch 2000 Inc proposing the ‘Bay to Mountains’ loop – see Sydney
Olympics bicycle plan : bay to mountains cycleway - Cumberland Council Library Service (nsw.gov.au). The proposals
in the ‘Corridor East’ section of the masterplan progress another step towards fulfilling this vision. The ultimate
step, which is mentioned in this plan but outside the design scope, is the connection of ‘Corridor East’ to the Cooks
River shared path.
This submission is primarily focused on the existing ‘Corridor West’.
There are a diverse range of riders (or cyclists) attracted to this corridor. A few of these include:






Local residents, out for some exercise or wanting to get from point A to point B.
Group riders from all over Sydney, who use the corridor as part of their ride.
Visitors to Sydney – The current Canal path is promoted on Sydney.com as one of the ‘best cycling routes in
Sydney’. Cycle tourism is a growing sector which, with improved connectivity, could attract more riders to
the local area.
Families with younger children – The canal path is one of several ‘safer’ routes in Western Sydney with long
sections of pathway between road crossings.

The suggestions that are made in this submission seek to maximise the utility of the corridor and surrounds for these
different user groups.

Bakeries and cafes close to popular cycling routes act as magnets for cyclists wanting a break. Although we’ve
ridden the canal path a number of times, until recently we weren’t aware of the proximity of the following two
options to the existing corridor. Whilst noting that the ‘Cedary bakehouse’ in Greystanes is on the proposed
‘Boothtown Recreation Loop’ and less than 300m from the pipeline corridor, we also seek to highlight another
potential detour option - the Woodpark Reserve and shops. With adequate signage from the Canal path, both these
options could be appealing to cyclists – and a boost to the local businesses.

 Suggested Additions and Amendments to the Masterplan:
1. Bridge over Prospect Highway
In CAMWEST’s opinion probably the most glaring omission from the masterplan is that there is no proposal for a
bridge across the Prospect Hwy. While acknowledging that construction of the bridge may exceed the project
budget and involve negotiations between multiple agencies (Cumberland and Blacktown Councils, Sydney Water,
State Government entities etc), we believe it should be included in the plan and if possible, actively pursued. The
more-or-less ‘at level’ path that existed prior to the extension of the Prospect Highway being cut through the hill was
a lot more appealing to cyclists than the current regime of descending to the roadway, waiting to cross the highway
at the lights, then ascending to roughly the same elevation again. In addition to the bridge, we would advocate for
leaving the current access to Prospect Hwy and the crossing in place for those path users wanting to access either
the Prospect Hwy roadway or the shared path which runs alongside the highway to the south towards Widemere Rd
and Wetherill Park.
However, if there is a choice between building this bridge and the one over Woodville Rd, we would opt for the
Woodville Rd bridge.

2. Extension of the path at Prospect Reservoir.
If feasible to build, we would like to see a 70metre-long path within the Prospect Reservoir
precinct included in the plan.
The red line on the image shows an ‘at level’
route between the current shared path and a
current access road off William Lawson Drive
(The main access route into Prospect
Reservoir).
This would remove the ascent and descent
currently required for path users wanting to
move between the path and William Lawson
Drive (and further on to Blacktown).
The route appears to be over grassland and is
blocked at each end with locked gates. It goes
past the fenced ‘Joe Viegas & Reg Denning
Lookout’.
From the placement of signage on the canal
shared path (pointing through the locked gate
to Blacktown) it appears that at least initially
there were plans to give egress along this
corridor.

3. Addition/Amendment to the ‘Woodpark Recreation Loop’
CAMWEST would like to propose the following
addition or amendment to the ‘Woodpark
Recreation Loop’, which would take path users
through Woodpark Reserve and beside the Dell
Street shops opposite. We believe that this
precinct would be quite attractive as a stopover point for path users.
The Woodpark Reserve contains:
 A fairly new Exeloo public toilet;
 A drinking water fountain.
 Shade trees.
The Dell St shops currently contain:
 Two cafes/bakeries;
 Two take-away food outlets.
Some additional seating/shelter in the park
would add to the attractiveness of this precinct.
The main challenges that we can
foresee for this route are:
 The crossing of Woodpark
Road. This would
probably require a
signalised crossing.
 The fairly recently
constructed path between
the main Prospect Canal
path and Warren Road is
footpath-width with tight
turns rather than shared
path width. An additional
wider path between the
Canal path and Warren Rd
would assist in riders using
this route.
Additionally, at least on a Saturday
morning, there are a lot of
vehicular movements around the
shopping precinct. Designated
road crossings may be required.
The other major crossing in this
proposal is at the intersection of
Fairfield Rd and Albert St. This is
already a signalised intersection
with pedestrian crossing lights.

From page 95 of the masterplan

4. Access from Kenyon Rd (Merrylands West) to the Canal path
Although not officially a shared path, there is
currently a wider path alongside Sherwood Road
from the Canal path (at the Bristol Street
intersection) to just beyond the Sherwood Rd
entrance to Cerdon College (Blue line along
Sherwood Rd on map).
If within scope, CAMWEST would like to see:
 The widening of the additional 170m of path
along Sherwood Rd and around the corner
to at least the zebra crossing on Kenyons Rd
(Red line) included in the plan.
 The complete section along Sherwood Rd
officially marked as a shared path (noting
that around school start and finish times the
path may become un-ridable due to large
numbers of students milling around the Tway bus stop area and signalised crossing).
Access to the Bristol St crossing could be improved
from within the canal corridor.

Access from the Canal path to Kenyons Rd opens the
possibility of low to medium difficulty on-road access
to suburbs such as Merrylands and South
Wentworthville via Arcadia St, the pedestrian
crossing of Merrylands Rd, and Holroyd Rd as shown
on the image to the right. Note that a short section
of shared path along Merrylands Rd would be
required for this route to be viable.
There are other possible access improvements in this
area, but we feel that the above is the most relevant
to this plan.

5. Crossings of Fowler and Guildford Roads
Although there are existing traffic-island crossings of both
Fowler and Guildford Roads in place, CAMWEST believe that
offset traffic islands like the one pictured on the right and
used elsewhere around Sydney may be worth considering if
enough space exists within the road corridor.
When appropriately designed:
 More riders can stop on the ‘island’ than with the
current design.
 Riders are slowed down to negotiate the turns but
may be able to keep riding if there is no oncoming
traffic.
 Riders spend longer facing oncoming traffic, with the
potential for improved decisions of when it’s safe to
cross.

Google image of Station Rd shared path crossing,
Toongabbie

6. Accessing Greystanes Recreation Cluster and Loop
1. One of the challenges in accessing the
Greystanes Recreation Cluster from the
Canal Path is the relatively short sharp
hill on Taylor Street between Cudgee
Place and Bolaro Avenue (The purple
circle to the left of the ‘Greystanes
Recreation Loop’ label). If an alternative
to this could be found, the
attractiveness of cycling in the area may
be increased.

Purple circled areas on Taylor and Hopman Sts represent hills
2. The suggested route for the Greystanes
Recreation Loop appears to use Hopman
Street. This has a reasonably sized hill in
it (larger purple circle on above map).
Sedgman Street to the south would
provide a flatter ride.

Suggested alternative segment in red along Sedgman St.

 Current Issues with Corridor West
Below are some issues that CAMWEST are aware of with the current shared path in Corridor West. While council is
probably aware of most of these, we thought it best to highlight as a matter of course. Hopefully these can be
addressed during the upgrade work.
1. There are several locations along the path around the Pemulwuy area with water drainage issues. After
moderate or prolonged rain, water can be at least several centimetres deep. While most bicycles can still
get through, those on foot may not be able to. Even after the water drains away, the path in these areas can
be quite slimy and slippery.
2. Deterioration and movement in the concrete, which produces pronounced bumps and dips in places for
riders. In several places the concrete has worn down enough to expose reo or underlying metal.
3. Wayfinding and other signage which was originally installed has been vandalised or otherwise removed.
Examples include wayfinding signage to Pemulwuy, Give Way signs that were facing adjoining paths, and at
least one sign pointing to a water drinking fountain.

 Other suggested improvements to Corridor West
The following are other potential improvements that could be considered to Corridor West. We acknowledge
that some of these may be too detailed for the masterplan, but more appropriately raised during detailed
planning stages:






There is currently no signage warning about the narrowing of the path over the Boothtown Aquaduct.
This can be an issue for those riding at higher speeds, particularly approaching from the east. We feel
that additional signage here would help improve safety for all path users.
Placing signage on the path underpasses indicating which road is being passed under would help path
users get their bearings.
CAMWEST believe that the ‘cross’ intersection of the paths from Taylor St and Macquarie Rd would be
safer if they were offset from each other at the Canal path intersection. The ‘footpath’ crossings from
Warren Road and Duffy St are similar, but probably not as important as in theory riders shouldn’t be
riding on them.
The following, which exists at the
Prospect Hwy crossing, is a common
issue with signalised shared path
crossings. The ‘press to cross’ buttons
aren’t easily accessible by riders on the
path. On the eastern side of the
crossing, the button is on the righthand side of the path, and slightly off
the path. On the western side, the
button is on the left side, but riders
need to move right off the path to
reach it. Ideally an additional pole
containing the buttons would be placed
just off the shared path on the lefthand side to the direction of travel.
Prospect Hwy crossing, looking from the eastern side.

 Closing Comments
Finally,









We are happy to clarify or elaborate on any of the above suggestions.
CAMWEST are keen to be involved with the project as the various parts of the masterplan evolve and move
into the detailed planning and construction phases. One of our members, Mark Robson, has lived in the
Cumberland area for many years and as well as being a keen local cyclist, has been involved on the advocacy
front with the former Holroyd council and other agencies. He would be a good ‘sounding board’ for any
cycling related plans or ideas that you may have.
In terms of shared path connectivity to the north of the pipeline corridor, CAMWEST acknowledges that two
routes currently exist. They are the Prospect Hwy/Blacktown Rd Route between Prospect Reservoir and
Blacktown, and the Cumberland Hwy route between the pipeline corridor and Old Prospect Rd. These
routes run alongside busy roads and in the view of a number of cyclists, are not particularly enjoyable or
enticing to ride along. The Cumberland Hwy route also has multiple driveway crossings and hills which
further detract from its appeal. While acknowledging the genuine safety concerns of some while riding at
night through reserves, we believe the majority of riders, if given a choice, will tend to choose routes away
from busy roads as much as possible providing they are still reasonably direct. Some of us prefer quieter onroad suburban streets to shared paths alongside busy roads. Some suggestions in this submission are
influenced by this perspective.
While CAMWEST supports this masterplan and eagerly looks forward to the connectivity with the Duck River
reserve north of the pipeline corridor, we believe that its full potential will only be realised when several
other interconnecting paths are also carefully planned and constructed.
o We would encourage Canterbury-Bankstown council to work towards planning and constructing a
viable route between the pipeline corridor and the existing Duck River path south of the railway line
at Sefton.
o Where funding permits, we would encourage Cumberland council to investigate connectivity
between Pemulwuy and the Girraween Ck shared path (Item 23 of the ‘Green Grid’, page 18 of the
Masterplan). If able to utilise one of the culverts under the M4, a reasonably level and direct 1.3km
path could be created to join Nijong Drive in Pemulwuy with Oklahoma Ave in Toongabbie.
Oklahoma Ave leads onto the Garraween Ck shared path. This would provide the community of
Pemulwuy with a relatively flat 5km route to Toongabbie station and then onto the existing cycle
networks beyond. It would also create an important part of the regional north-south link for the
wider community. CAMWEST would be keen to speak with Council regarding possible options
around this route.
o We would also encourage that connectivity between the East Corridor at Campbell Hill Reserve and
the existing shared path in the ‘Little Duck Creek’ corridor be investigated to facilitate access to and
from the South Granville community.
o The eventually connection to the Cooks River path would make this one of Sydney’s most popular
cycling routes.
This submission has been prepared with the assistance of CAMWEST members Mark Robson and Charlene
Bordley. Together with Bicycle NSW, each are also preparing their own submissions with different emphasis.
I wish to endorse each of the submissions.

Prepared by Rob Kemp on behalf of CAMWEST.

